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Legal Disclaimer
The information contained in this white paper is not intended to be investing, financial, trading, or any other type of advice.
This document is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended to constitute (i) An offer or solicitation of an
offer to invest in, buy or sell any crypto token, or participate in any investment or trading strategy; (ii) Accounting, legal, or tax
advice or investment recommendations; or (iii) An official statement of Khronic App.
No promise or warranty, explicit or implied, is given regarding the accuracy or completeness of the information or the future
performance of any digital asset, financial instrument, or other market or economic indicator. The Khronic team does not
advocate that you purchase, sell, or hold any cryptocurrency. Conduct due diligence and talk with a financial professional
before making any investment choice. By purchasing Khronic, you acknowledge that you are not making an investment or
acquiring security, and you agree to indemnify and hold the team blameless for any damages or taxes you may experience.
Additionally, you acknowledge that the team is distributing the token "as-is" and is not obligated to offer any support or
services. Therefore, you should have no expectations on Khronic App and Moonroc Token or its crew in any way. Although
Khronic app is a community-driven App for social networking and not a registered digital currency, the team strongly advises
citizens in jurisdictions where cryptocurrencies are prohibited from purchasing this token. The team cannot guarantee
compliance with established regulations in certain jurisdictions. Always ensure that you comply with any local rules and
regulations before making any transaction.

Abstract
The Cannabis industry is still relatively shrouded in mystery with activities relatively
subdued, and is relegated to the background. This is due to a diverse array of reasons which
are not limited to; absence of a body of work on Cannabis, little entrance of Research and
Development(R&D) into the Industry, a lack of process/procedures for going about the
Cannabis trade.
Khronic Ecosystem is an App made up of other tools and apps that solve the issues of the
cannabis industry and open it up for more individuals, firms, or entities to come in. It
incorporates blockchain technology (Ethereum chain), an Artificial Intelligence system,
Imaging Kits, and other apps to demystify and tap the immense benefits of the relatively
untapped goldmine of Cannabis. This White Paper explains what is obtained/obtainable in
the Cannabis industry and what Khronic has done and will/can do for users and customers
alike.

The Problems
With over 10,400 different cannabis strains globally and over 1,600 cannabis strains created in the past year, it has become
increasingly challenging to know the flower’s effects on the body, which causes a problem both for suppliers and consumers.
Consequently, suppliers cannot confirm strains, and consumers are left with no other option than to trust the printed name on
their product’s package.
Moreover, the absence of reliable verification systems coupled with reports of inconsistencies & history of underground
trading could lead to such problems as; Misidentification & mislabelling of plants; creating names for unknown origin plants;
renaming or re-labeling plants with prominent names for a better sale, etc.
Molecular tools allow scientists to characterize better and estimate the breeding value of plant individuals and populations
using lab analyses. The deployment of this Biotechnology could have been the best option for cannabis growers; however, the
cost of such infrastructure is discouraging.
For consumers, currently, only manual systems are available. They have to research online extensively and go through
databases to find the details for their respective strain. However, this process is time-consuming.
With the Multi-Billion dollar nature of the Industry and its almost generic acceptance and saturation, the cannabis industry is
a significant pie in the world’s ecosystem. Howbeit, it is one pie that has primarily been seen from the shadows, relegated to
the backgrounds, and done without a structured, strategic, and systematic process in place.

The Khronic Ecosystem
Khronic is an ecosystem that offers a suite of tools powered by artificial intelligence and backed by
scientific research using millions of data points to simplify the process of identifying the cannabis
flower’s category, bud potency, bud quality, effects, and other qualities.
The Khronic ecosystem facilitates the quick and seamless identification of various cannabis strains.
Moreover, it is convenient, affordable, user-friendly, and available to both consumers and
businesses.
The Khronic ecosystem fills in the gaps of Artificial Intelligence and Research and Development
(R&D), as noted in the introduction above. Khronic combines the novel blockchain technology
(Polygon Network), Artificial Intelligence, and Imaging systems to provide users and customers
alike a new way of using cannabis products, trading them, and building up a modern, accurate, and
efficient cannabis industry.
Khronic is an ecosystem. And like all ecosystems, Khronic is made up of various tools, apps, and
products that will revolutionize the cannabis industry. It includes in its arsenal, An Artificial
Intelligence system, the Moonroc token, the Khronic app, a Voting app, Imaging kits, and parts of
the Metaverse.

Khronic's Core Features
The core features of Khronic include:
AI Technology
Dedicated Imaging Kit
Medical Tier Badge
Generates Comprehensive Reports
Story Sharing

AI Technology
The A.I system constitutes a database of over one million data points that enable the Khronic algorithm to identify and detect the
cannabis strain accurately. With such a system, guesswork is eliminated, and there is increased effectiveness in cannabis
identification.
The Khronic Ecosystem employs an Artificial Intelligence system for more accurate identification and analysis of cannabis strains. It
cancels out the chances of human errors influencing results while revolutionizing the cannabis space.
With Artificial Intelligence part of the Khronic ecosystem, users can have complete assurance in the cannabis products offered and
believe in what marketing and advertisements of Khronic products say.
Moreover, the time and huge amount of money spent on rigorous lab tests and various researches are eliminated .The power of a
scientific lab is given to Khronic’s users. This machine learning technology will be, however, patented.

Dedicated Imaging Kit
The imaging kit plays a vital role in the generation of reliable results. With the aid of the Incorporated artificial intelligence, this
kit scans and analyses the sample cannabis flower in real-time to generate a comprehensive report or result.
The Imaging kit can be said to be some sort of "Mobile laboratory.” It is a mobile laboratory for cannabis products, but this time,
things are taken up several notches with the incorporation of Artificial Intelligence by Khronic.
Now, users can have real-time information and knowledge about any particular product. Information like cannabis strain, bud
quality, bud potency, and effects are readily available to users and customers alike at their fingertips, literally.
Without this kit, the Khronic platform becomes useless as it empowers the Artificial Intelligence system introduced by Khronic. It
is the vehicle or medium through which the Artificial Intelligence System performs its functions and is thus of utmost importance
if users and customers alike wish to enjoy the full ecosystem of Khronic.
Therefore, users must acquire it via the official website or authorized distributors.
However, the image kit is required only for beta testers to gather image data. Users will be required to purchase the medical
badge NFT in order to become a medical user of the platform.

Comprehensive Reports
After a sample cannabis flower has been successfully analyzed, a comprehensive and largely error-free report is
generated for the cannabis type, bud potency, possible effects, and bud quality.
Reports are largely more accurate and verifiable than traditional research results/reports with the credit given to
the combined power of Khronic Imaging Kit and the Artificial Intelligence System incorporated into it.
Reports/results do not take much time. Moreover, they are available in real-time to inform users/customers’
decisions and choices for research, analysis, and development of new and improved products.
Thus, the Khronic ecosystem provides building blocks both for scientific and recreational/medicinal purposes.

Cannabis Type
The platform can identify the particular category of the plant. The three major categories include Indica, Sativa, and Hybrid.
However, this is done through the Imaging Kit, which comprises the Artificial Intelligence System.
Now, users can know what category/type of product they consume and do not necessarily have to depend on outside knowledge.
Additionally, they tend to acquire the knowledge of the following: effects of a particular product, other similar or related strains,
and which works best for one.
Users will now be more educated and enlightened in the products they consume and cannabis in general. This knowledge will
transmit a more in-depth understanding and appreciation of the Khronic ecosystem and ways of improving it.

Bud Potency
After determining the type, the report also generates detailed
information on the bud’s potency. It will include a detailed
analysis of the various cannabinoids present, trichomes
concentration, and other factors.

Effects
Bud Quality
Bud quality is easily known and verifiable from
the Imaging kit provided in the Khronic
ecosystem for quality results and knowing the
quality of a particular bud.

Our platform is capable of predicting the effects of the strain. This
prediction is made through the Artificial Intelligence system incorporated
into Khronic.
Now, users and customers can know possible effects without necessarily
having to have this knowledge by experiencing them.
The analysis can provide details, including:
Mood, High, Impact – (for example, sleep, pain relief, reduce
inflammation).
The platform also identifies the bud quality and highlights any impurities
that may be present; a feature made possible with the Khronic's Artificial
Intelligence in the Imaging Kit.

Story Sharing
Using Khronic, users can publish stories to their social media accounts
to share their experiences. The story mode allows them to upload details
of various cannabis strains so other users can also gain information
from customer experiences about particular strains.

Medical Tier Badge
Enough data has been gathered to an extent where the image kit is no longer
necessary. To further strengthen the AI feature of the platform, testers’ data are
collected and the image kit is required for this.
This badge provides full access to all medical features offered on Khronic. Medical
Badges are used to unlock the medical capabilities in the Khronic app. However, it
requires an upgrade.
Once the app user has successfully upgraded their account to a medical tier user,
they are free to resell the badge since users are only required to upgrade their
account once. Should you create a new account on Khronic and you want to upgrade
it you will need to either have the existing badge you purchased or purchase a new
one to unlock additional accounts.
Prices of med badges may fluctuate due to limited supply.

Khronic NFTs & Metaverse
Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) and Metaverse will be incorporated into the khronic platform. Khronic will have its own NFTs or
fungible tokens that are similar to equity in the mobile app.
Khronic being the ecosystem it set out to be, has plans of buying lands in the Metaverse. These lands will be Khronic cannabis’
dispensaries where products and in-game items can be sold.
The metaverse will constitute a cannabis lounge which is the spot to hang out, listen to music, browse the dispensary located
within the lounge.
Moreover, the lounge will constitute an art and music gallery. However, money will be generated selling collectible items such as
arts, music, clothing, etc.
Another source of revenue generation within the metaverse will be through advertisement.
Khronic's NFTs will run and be updated on the Polygon Network. It has its own NFTs and FTs (Fungible Tokens) that will serve
as equity in the mobile app.
Khronic's NFTs will have a limited supply. However, all NFT holders will have voting rights via the Khronic App.

Advertising
Digital advertisement space on the application will be made available for a
monthly fee to dispensaries to take advantage of the platform and user base
for the promotion of their brands. Dispensaries can set up advertisement
campaigns according to their location and target market.

Applications
Khronic's ecosystem has its App built to perform diverse functions and serve to access the various spaces in the ecosystem. The app is
built on the Ethereum blockchain and will be maintained and updated upon from there.
There will also be another App reserved for "Voting.” This voting App will be for NFT holders to facilitate decision-making process
on the Khronic App.
Also, Khronic App will offer cannabis dispensary solutions for customers and holders to market and monetize their contents and send
push notifications to local customers of cannabis dispensaries to promote their products and deals, and specials.
The mobile App allows users to (i) access and have ownership of Khronic NFTs/FTs, (ii) access the metaverse for trade and exchange,
(iii) have digital equity ownership of the mobile app using NFTs, and (iv) have voting rights via a voting app for Khronic ecosystem.
Note: This voting right is available to NFT holders of the Khronic App.

This imaging kit inculcates the Artificial Intelligence System and will be
a mobile laboratory providing medical information and details to
customers and users alike. However, this kit will be sold solely for
moonroc tokens after full launch of Khronic.

MoonRoc Token
Moonroc Token is the utility token of the Khronic platform; it will serve as
a means of exchange in the Khronic Ecosystem.
The Moonroc token is based on the Polygon Network, and its total supply
will be 420,000,000,000 minted tokens that will burn 1% of its transaction
fee down to 42,000,000,000.
In addition, it will be used to purchase medical badges from the Khronic
ecosystem and used in unlocking the medical feature for product research,
identification, and explanation of products before consumption.

Token Info
Token Name

MoonRoc Token

Maximum Supply

420,000,000,000

Protocol

Ticker

Polygon Network
NROC

Tokenomics
The Khronic ecosystem will use the Moonroc token as its means of exchange and store of value. Moonroc token will be the
"cash" of the system. It will be used for purchasing products or NFTs, buying the medical badges to unlock the medical feature
of Khronic as well as for marketing and advertisements of users’ products to local customers.
Moonroc token is ethereum-based but built on the polygon blockchain with a total Supply of 420,000,000,000 minted tokens that
will burn 1% of its transaction fees all the way down to 42,000,000,000. This will put a check on inflation on the token and
ensure that utility and value are maintained.
The total transaction fee will be 3% with 1% burnt, 1% sent to the liquidity wallet, and 1% to the development wallet.
Khronic will offer digital equity ownership of the mobile app to users using NFTs. NFT holders of the Khronic app will have/be
offered a 10% split up among all NFT holders.
As stated earlier, the Khronic NFTs/FTs will be on the Polygon Network, be fungible and have 420,000,000,000 maximum
tokens in circulation. These NFTs/FTs will provide equity as well as means of generating liquidity in the mobile app.
Notably, if the Khronic app gets sold, that individual or entity would be required to purchase all of the NFTs in circulation.

Token Distribution

Use Cases
The Khronic ecosystem and its App already have a whole range of use cases, and more will still be discovered or
brought up as users, and customers adopt the solutions. The Artificial Intelligence system integrated into it will
be the game changer and open up the relatively untapped goldmine of the Cannabis industry.
The Khronic app use cases include:
For research, analysis, and development of cannabis products.
Offering Cannabis Dispensary solutions to users and customers.
Providing a platform for customers to market and monetize their content, products, deals, and specials.
The Imaging kit consists of the Artificial Intelligence system incorporated by Khronic, which unlocks
medical features for users and customers alike.
Profit generation through NFTs, content marketing and monetization, and sale of in-game items in the
Metaverse.
Development of the Metaverse through buying of lands, creating Cannabis Dispensaries, and selling items in
the Metaverse.

Our Roadmap
2020
Launched kickstarter
campaign to onboard beta
testers and collect all of the
necessary data to train our
machine learning models

Q2

Initial wireframing
& design of Khronic

Making preparations to
add blockchain
functionality to our
mobile App

Q3
Q3

Started the
development of
Khronic

Q1

2022

2021

Successfully gathered
enough data and trained
our machine learning
models to make very
accurate predictions

Extensive research,
testing, and development
during the beta testing
phase

Q1

Q4

Q2

Live Beta version of
mobile application is
complete and beta
testing officially starts

Q4

live production version
of Khronic App
ready to be submitted
to the app store

Continue further
development of
the project

Q2

Q3

Hire additional
developers and support to
bring this project fully to
life

Launch of our
DeFi token

Q1

Future Developments
Khronic ecosystem takes cognizance of the present and the future to navigate the waters
of the cannabis industry as it attains mainstream adoption.
Amongst other developments that are available, the following development will be
revered as the ecosystem grows. They include:
Purchase of Lands in the Metaverse.
Opening up of cannabis lounges in the Metaverse to sell in-game items.
Image Kits to unlock Khronic's medical feature will soon be sold.
Release of Voting App for Voting on Khronic.

